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A mathematical model of body formation and solidification during slip casting into porous moulds, also 
including transfer of liquid by the porous mould, was prepared with the aim to control and optimize the 
process. Experimental verification of the model on an aqueous suspension of a - AhOa showed that the 
model allows the course of body forming and solidification, and the state of. saturation of the porous moulr;l 
with the liquid, to be predicted. The assumptions introduced in formulating the model were proved correct 
because the model describes the course of the slip-casting technology with an error smaller than 9%. 

INTRODUCTION 

The models of body formation and solidification 
during pouring of ceramic suspensions (slips) into 
porous moulds describe the processes taking place in 
the suspension and in the green body. In order to be 
able to control and optimize the slip-casting technol
ogy, one also has to know continuously the state of the 
porous mould. This state is primarily associated with 
the- suction ability of the mould, which determines 
the reproducibility of the operation and the number 
of working cycles the mould can be used for without 
having to be dried. It is also directly related to the 
service life of the moulds. 

The present paper is concerned with resolving the 
processes taking place in the porous mould during 
body formation and solidification. On the basis of 
preparing a model of transmission of the liquid in the 
mould, calculating the development of concentration 
profiles and the mean concentration in the mould, it 
is possibl; to obtain the necessary data for assessment 
of the instantaneous state of the mould. 

INITIAL CONCEPTS ·1N THE CREATION OF THE 
MODEL 

Let us start with the concept represented schemat
ically in Fig. 1. A homogeneous distribution of liq
uid throughout the suspension and the mould is as
sumed at the beginning. At time t > 0, the liq
uid passes into the porous mould and the transfer 
brings about formation of the body. The liquid being 
transported is accumulated in the porous mould. The 
transfer of liquid phase at the body-porous mould 
boundary is described by the boundary condition of 
the second type, i.e. surface flow, which is identical 
for the porous mould and for the body. If no liq
uid flow takes place at the suspension-environment 
and porous-form-environment boundaries (the body
environment boudary in the course of solidification), 
the state at the boundaries is described by the bound
ary condition of zero liquid flow. The conditions can 
be expressed mathematically as follows: 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of body formation and 
solidification including transmission of liquid through the 
porous mould. 

{i) Initial condition: 

t = 0 x E {O;H> 

X E {O;L> 

C=Co; 

x E {O;-Hr> 

(ii) Boundary conditions:

C = C(x) 

C=Coc 

t>O x=O h = -Deroa;C 

x=O h = DetrOa;C 

x=H oa;C = 0 

x=L oa;C = 0 

x=-Hr oa;C = 0 

(1) 

{2) 

(3) 

where x is the coordinate, H the suspension head 
(level height), Hr the thickness of the porous 
mould, Der the effective diffusion coefficient in the 
suspension-body system and Detr in the porous 
mould, C the volume concentration, Co and Coe the 
initial concentration of liquid in the suspension and 
in the porous mould respectively, and Lis the body 
thickness. 
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On using the concept that the transmission of the 
liquid can be described phenomenologically as diffu
sion in binary mixture not only in the.suspension and 
in the body during its formation and solidification, 
but also in the porous mould, the weight balance .in 
the following form will hold: 

(4) 

where a: is the coordinate in the direction of liquid 
transfer and m is a coefficient determining the shape 
of the body, i.e. m = 0 for a plate, m = 1 a cylin- . 
der and m = 2 for a sphere. Resolving of equation 
(4) for initial conditions (1) and boundary conditions

· (2), (3), based on knowledg� of the effective diffu
sion coefficient of the liquid in the body ahd. in the
porous mould, allows the· time d.evelopment of ·con
centration profiles in the entire system, tlie kinetics
of body formation and the time course of the mean
liquid concentrat�on in the body and in the porous
mould to' be calculated. Compared to the modeis de
veloped so far [1], the model including transmission
of liquid in the porous mould also provides informa
tion on the instantaneous state of the suction abil
ity of the pqrous mould. This parameter can likewise
be evaluated from the calculated time course of the
mean liquid concentration of liquid in the m�:mld, or
directly from the liquid :flow. The suction-capability of
the mould determines the reproducibility of the slip
casting technology and_ the number of working cycles
the porous mould can be used in without having to
be dried while maintaining the required rate of body
formation.

EXPERIMENTAL 

In the experimental verification, use was made of 
findings achieved in working out procedures for mea
suring the boundary conditions, while observing the 
input assumptions formulated in [2, 3]. For the aque
ous suspension of AbOa, use was made of the time 
depen,pence of surface :flow derived in [2] wliile �e
specting the direction of :flow indicated in Fig. 2. The 
time dependence of the moisture profile in the system 
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Fig. 2 Time dependence of the surface flow of the liquid. 

gypsum mould body suspension 

Fig. 9. Experimentally establis.hed time develop�ent of 
conc�ntration profiles. 
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Fig. 4-. Experimentally established time dependence of 
mean concentration of liquid in the gypsum. 

suspension-body-porous mould and the time depen
dence of mean concentration in the gypsum mould 
were established experimentally and are plotted in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The kinetics of body formation, tlie 
time of body solidification and the time dependence 
of the mean concentration of the body, corresponding 
to the above relationships, are presented in [2]. 

Ve r i fi c a t i o n  o f  t h e  m o d e l

The relationships being seeked were calculated by 
means of the mathematical model by resolving nu
merically the weight balance equation (1), using the 
procedure described in [1] for the boundary condi
tions given in Fig. 2, and the following values [3, 4]: 

Co = 0.53 m3m-3
; Ck = 0.425 m3m-3

; 

Cz = 0.3384 m3m-3 ; 

Der = 2 x 10-2 m2s-1; Deff. = 2.7 x 10-7 m2s-1•

On substituting the above values into the modei 
[1], tlie relationships given in Figs. 5 and 6 were cal
·culated.
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Fig. 5. Calculated·time dependence of concentration pro
files. 
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Fig. 6. Calculated time dependence of mean concentration 
of liquid in the gypsum. 

CONCLUSION 

A comparison of the time dependences of concen
tration profiles and the mean concentrations in gyp
sum calculated from the model ( cf. Figs. 5 and 6) to 
the relationships established experimentally ( cf. Figs. 
3 and 4) shows a very satisfactory agreement. The 
error determined from a comparison of the i;ourses of 
the relationships does not exceed 9% for the model 
including transmission of liquid through the porous 
mould. 

The suction capability of the porous moul"d can be 
assessed on the basis of. calculating the time depen
dence of mean concentration and the time develbp
ment of the concentration profile in the porous mould 
for changing intial conditions in the gypsum mould 
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following each concluded body formation and solidifi
cation, i.e. for the known C(x, t = 0) in the gypsum, 
while maintaining the original boundary condition. In 
comparing the results of the model with experiment, 
errors exceeding that of the model indicate failure 
to maintain surface flow in the real system as a re
sult of high saturation of the mould with the liquid. 
The time dependence of mean concentration in the 
gypsum mould then allows the mean concentration 
of liquid, still ensuring reproducible body formation 
and solidification, to be established. In the case of 
further using the mould without drying, the model 
permits the necessary protraction of the time of body 
formation and solidification to b� calculated for the 
changed conditions in the gypsum. 
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MODEL TVORBY A ZATUHOVANf STREPU S 
PRENOSEM KAPALINY V POREZNf FORME 

• MIROSLAV KOVAC, Jm.f HAVRDA 

Ustav skla a keramiky, VBCHT Praha, Technicka 5, 
166 28 Praha 6 

K Hzeni a optimalizaci liti suspenze do porezni formy 
byl vypracovan matematicky model tvorby a zatuhovan{ 
sti':epu zahrnujici i prenos kapaliny porezni formou. Ex
perimentalnim overenim modelu pro vodnou suspenzi (J{

Ah Oa a sadrovou formu bylo zjisteno, ze model umoz:iiuje 
predpovidat prubeh tvorby a zatuhovani strepu a stav na
sycenosti porezni formy kapalinou. Potvrdila se opravne
nost pi':edpokladu zavedenych pri formulaci modelu nebof 
model popisuje prubeh technologie liti s chybou mensi nez 
9%. 

Obr. 1. Schematicke znazornen{ tvorby a zatuhovan{ stfe-
pu vcetne pi'enosu kapaliny porezn{ formou. 

Obr. 2. Gasova zavislost povrchoveho toku kapaliny. 
Obr. 3. Namei'eny casovy vyvoj koncentracnich profilu. 
Obr. J,,. Namei'ena zavislost sti'edn{ koncentrace kapaliny 

V sadfe na case. 
Obr. 5. Vypocteny casovy vyvoj koncentracnich profilu. 
Obr. 6. Vypoctena zcfoislost sti'edn{ koncentrace kapaliny 

V sadfe na case. , 




